This list of activities and book suggestions was made by your librarians to
celebrate reading this summer.
Find more Book Adventures at any of our open Cambridge Public Library
locations or visit us online at camb.ma/summerreading.

BOOK ADVENTURE: WHAT'S THE WEATHER?
Weather sounds. Think about all of the sounds
that different weather can make. What does rain
sound like? Can you make a pitter-patter sound
with your fingers? How about thunder or wind?
Move your body, and make some noise!

Weather e
exploring.
xploring. Find out what the weather is
like in a different place. Call a friend in another
city, state, or country and find out how the
weather there may be different from where you
are.

Cloud w
wat
atching.
ching. Look up at the sky, and observe
the clouds moving by. What shapes do you see?
Does one cloud look like a dog and the other a
pancake? Compare your observations with
friends and family!

Weather w
walk.
alk. Take a walk outside in your
neighborhood with a grown-up and talk about
what the weather looks and feels like. Is it sunny?
Cool? Windy? What color is the sky

Rainbo
Rainbow
w hunt. Take a walk with a grown-up
outside and look for rainbows. Do you see any in
the sky? Or maybe on a building? Maybe
someone is wearing one! Keep track of how
many rainbows you see.

Weather sensor
sensoryy bin. Create your own weather
at home! Look around and gather items that
represent the weather. You could get tap water
for rain, cotton balls or toilet paper for snow – use
your imagination! Gather them in a bin or just lay
them out on a table. Scoop, grasp, gather and
pour weather with your hands!
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Dias y Dias / Da
Dayys and Da
Dayys by Ginger Foglesong Guy, illustrated by René King Moreno | Print
Ev
Ever
eryy C
Color
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off Light by Hiroshi Osada, illustrated by Ryōji Arai | Print
Feel the Fog by April Pulley Sayre | Print
Rain by Sam Usher | Print
The W
Weather
eather Girls by Aki | Print
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